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Presentation #1: Name !!
Your first presentation assignment is on “name”. 
Interview a friend, teacher, family, or HELP staff about 
their name! !
This presentation can be done: 
1. individually 
2. in pairs (max. 2 people in one group) !!
When you interview the person, you can ask some of the 
questions that are on p. 11 A. Also, please make sure to do 
some research and reflect on your own opinions as well: 
• What are some common names for boy/girl in that country? 
• Is a certain word/sound used for specific genders? 
• What did you find interesting? 
• Were there any questions that came up to your mind about names in that country? 
etc…… !!

Requirements 
Time: if you are presenting by yourself, the presentation should be 5-7 minutes. If you 
are presenting with a partner, the presentation should be 8-10 minutes. 
Visual aid: You must use some kind of visual aid during the presentation. The best 
way is to make powerpoint slides. If you do not want to make powerpoint slides, make 
a poster. 
Using resources: You may use resources for this presentation, especially because 
you may have to research about the country’s culture. HOWEVER, you should not 
plagiarize (copy and paste) the information and use it in your presentation. Change it 
into your own words. Rephrase it so that it is easier to understand. If there is any of the 
information is plagiarized, there will be serious consequences. 
Notes during the presentation: You may use notes during the presentation, but 
the notes should be on index cards. Holding pieces of paper is not allowed. 
Record and take notes of your interview: When you interview someone, record 
that interview in your phone or voice recorder. Also, take notes during the interview. 
You must turn in the audio (email me) and notes. 
For pair presentations: If you are presenting with a partner, both of you must 
equally do the work. One person should not be talking more than the other, nor should 
one person be doing more work to prepare for the interview. 
During the presentation: You will take notes during your peers’ presentations. 
These notes will also be taken into consideration for your grade.


